STUDENT OFFER

SAVINGS START NOW

$150 OFF

SELECT PCs FOR STUDENTS

Serious student discounts have arrived on popular tech.

Inspiron 15 5000 2-in-1
Up to a 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor

GET EVEN FASTER DELIVERY, FREE SHIPPING AND MORE WITH DELL ADVANTAGE
LOYALTY REWARDS. FREE SIGN-UP AND 3% BACK.

Visit: Dell.com/USC

Member ID: US126277047

Experience more power, more battery life and more versatility with a 2-in-1 powered by a 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor.

*Offer valid 05/02/2017 – 05/20/17 7:00AM ET on select systems found at dell.com/studentoffer. Coupon valid with select other offers, but not with other coupons. One per customer. One time use only. Valid for U.S. Dell Member Purchase Program/Dell University new purchases only. Dell reserves the right to cancel orders arising from pricing or other errors. Not valid for resellers and/or online auctions. Offers shown for consumer purchases only. Intel, the Intel Logo, Intel Inside, Intel Core, and Core Inside are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.

Rewards are issued to your online Dell Advantage Loyalty Rewards Account (available via your HYPERLINK "http://dell.com/" dell.com My Account) typically within 30 business days after your order's ship date. Rewards expire in 90 days (except where prohibited by law). "Current rewards balance" amount may not reflect the most recent transactions occurring within the past 30 business days. Up to 1% rewards only on Dell Preferred Account purchases. Up to 3% reward on all other purchases. Bose products only eligible for up to 3% rewards. Total rewards earned may not exceed $2,000 within a 3 month period. Outlet purchases do not qualify for rewards. Expressed Delivery not available on certain TVs, monitors, batteries and adaptors. Other exceptions apply. Not valid for resellers and/or online auctions. See http://dell.com/rewardsinfo". Dell.com reserves the right to cancel orders arising from pricing or other errors. © 2017 Dell Inc. 512880